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Summary

Economic pressures have not stopped businesses from embracing 
the distributed team model. Companies are quickly moving beyond 
international borders to access cost efficiencies, improve diversity, 
increase retention, and create new competitive advantages.



Distributed workforces are teams with people in multiple locations.   

While arguments over remote work continue, a quieter movement is rapidly 

overtaking hesitancy in the headlines: the rise of distributed work. Employees 

discovered increased mobility and flexibility through remote work, while 

businesses grappled with uncertain budgets and new challenges to measure 

productivity and engagement. As economic uncertainty caused some to 

retreat into familiar offices, other businesses took the opportunity to think past 

local limitations — and found substantial rewards in doing so.



While a remote workforce could theoretically operate entirely within the same 

city, a distributed workforce includes people from multiple locations (often, 

multiple countries).



Remote conducted this research of businesses and their employees in North 

America, Europe, APAC, and Latin America to understand how distributed 

workforces are growing; how companies are optimizing their headcount and 

operational costs in the age of remote work; and what different groups see in 

the future for remote work.
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What you’ll learn from this report: 

The most critical advantages businesses gain in international hiring

Why businesses use remote and distributed work policies to increase 

retention and productivity

The emerging employer of record (EOR) model for increased speed, 

flexibility, and compliance

Where leaders and employees expect remote work to grow or shrink in 

the next five years

Comparisons of in-office, hybrid, and fully remote organizations, and 

their respective advantages

Generational gaps in perceptions regarding remote work and its 

importance

The data in this report will help you understand how to plan for 
a future in which talent is more distributed than ever. 



Employee expectations are evolving, and businesses are  

finding competitive advantages by hiring in places where  

others are not. In this report, you will see where  

employers and their teams are struggling,  

where they are thriving, and how you can  

make the most of the distributed workforce  

opportunity emerging today.
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About this study

The total sample includes 1,581 responses. Remote conducted a survey from 

November 8-29, 2022 of 1,004 HR and business decision makers and employees 

(including contractors) in four regions: 

India

Singapore

Brazil

Australia
New Zealand

Argentina

United 
States

Mexico

Canada

United 
Kingdom

Netherlands

France

Austria

Germany

North America includes those in the US and Canada. We surveyed 132 decision 

makers and 137 employees here.  

Europe includes 112 decision makers and 137 employees in Germany, Austria, UK, 

France, and the Netherlands.

APAC includes those in Australia, Singapore, India, and New Zealand. We 

surveyed 124 decision makers and 115 employees here.

Latin America includes those in Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina. Here we heard from 

127 decision makers and 120 employees.

Overall, we surveyed 495 decision makers and 509 employees around the world.
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This study includes three main groups based on working location: 

In-office workforce

A company with employees working only 
in the office and only in one country 
(n=265). 

In-country remote workforce

A company with employees working fully 
remote or hybrid in one country (n=381).

Distributed international remote workforce

A company with employees who work 
remotely in more than one country (n=358).

We also placed quotas on company size and title. To supplement our panel 
sample, we also conducted a snowball sample using Remote owned channels 
(n=577).
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Key findings

01

Distributed remote workforces are a competitive 
advantage

Decision makers hire remotely, both in-country and internationally, to get top talent.

53%
of decision makers in remote workforces say headcount costs 
have increased, more than half (55%) still would rather hire the 
best person for the job even if they live in a different country, 
compared to 43% who would rather hire someone local.

Opening roles to international candidates leads to higher quality applicants.

60%
of decision makers say the number of quality applicants per 
open role has increased since their company adopted a 
distributed remote workforce model.

Hiring internationally allows businesses to be more competitive in new markets.

35%
of decision makers say they can improve market 
competitiveness by serving more international locations 
when they hire international remote employees. 
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02

Businesses are looking for long-term advantages over 
short-term fixes in remote hiring

Employee retention is a top reason employers are hiring remotely.

Turnover can cost companies up to 6-9 months of salary to find, replace, and 
train new workers.

69%
A majority of those working in a distributed remote workforce 
say retention has increased since adopting a distributed 
workforce model, and more than half (57%) say a distributed 
remote workforce makes it easier to hire and keep talent. 

Productivity increases when companies adopt a fully distributed workforce model.

58%
More than half of those in an in-country remote workforce 
model and 72% of those in a distributed international remote 
workforce model say productivity has increased after 
adopting a distributed remote workforce model. 

Decision makers and employees see retention and productivity as top benefits to 
distributed remote work.

Overall the biggest benefits to distributed work are employee retention and 
productivity. Decision makers who are in fully remote companies also attest to an 
increase in employee productivity (40%) and improved employee retention (36%) 
along with increases in employee engagement (36%) from hiring remotely. 
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03

Businesses are overspending on entities and offices when 
hiring abroad

Distributed remote workforces have seen more growth over the past year.

44%
report growth in numbers of full-time employees abroad, with 54% 
indicating growth of full-time employees working remotely and 
42% indicating growth in full-time employees working within their 
company’s home country.

Businesses are overspending on office space when hiring abroad instead of allowing 
employees to work remotely.

Currently distributed international remote workforces have more offices (41% report 
having 6 or more) compared to their in-country remote (19%) and in-office counterparts 
(18%). While companies transition away from in-office work, some office expenditures 
haven’t transitioned yet (set-up costs, office spaces, etc.).

Most companies hiring abroad are opening their own entities.

70%
of distributed international workforces set up a legal entity in that 
country. For 25% of respondents, the entity opening process takes 
10-12 months to complete and must be maintained over a period 
of several years at significant cost.

A growing number of companies are turning to employers of record, which do not 
require upfront capital and allow for employee onboarding in days instead of months.
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Decision makers and employees of distributed remote workforces sometimes 
struggle with optimizing internal processes and building connections.

top challenges in distributed remote work

Decision makers Employees

Managing internal processes such as internal comms, training, and team management

31%
29%

Keeping employee engagement high

39
29

Lack of community and interpersonal connection

29
40

Decision makers also report maintaining company culture and values (29%) as 
another challenge, while employees report technology issues (36%).

04

As older generations leave the workforce, baby boomers 
and younger generations disagree about the future of 
remote work

Younger generations are more likely to consider working abroad compared to their 
older counterparts.

interested in working in a different country than where their 
company’s main headquarters are located

GEN  Z

80%

M illennials

74

GEN  X

61 %

Boomer s

40%
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When it comes to benefits of remote work, Boomers (32%) are much less likely to 
find freedom to live and work anywhere a major benefit compared to younger 
generations (44-52%). Boomers are also more likely to say there are no benefits 
(21%) compared to younger generations (3-5%).

Younger generations are more likely to say their company’s workforce will become 
more geographically spread out over the next five years.

48%
Gen Z

47%
Millennial

39%
Gen X

all say their companies will become more geographically spread out. This 
compares to just 18% of Boomers who say the same. In fact, 56% of Boomers 
believe their company’s workforce will become more local. 

It is highly unlikely that Boomers will leave their current job for a remote work 
opportunity.

75%
of Boomers say remote work opportunities are not as 
important as the benefits they have in their current jobs. 
However, 42% of Gen Z would leave their current job for a 
remote work opportunity. 
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Top questions answered

Based on the data in this report, here are the answers to some of the most 
popular questions from companies considering a distributed remote workforce.

01

Do leaders favor remote work or in-office work over 
the next five years?

Decision makers remain optimistic about the growth of remote work.

We continue to see an optimistic outlook for the growth of remote and 
distributed remote work over the next five years. However, there has been a 
slight shift from employees’ perceptions of their companies’ plans. Employees 
are more split on whether their companies will be more geographically spread 
out over the next few years. 

Our research shows that an individual’s 
remote work outlook is highly impacted 
by their current work situation. 



Those who already work remotely (or 
partially remotely, a.k.a. “hybrid 
working”) tend to believe remote work 
will continue to grow, while their in-
office counterparts do not. 
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02

How has the difficult economic climate changed employee 
sentiments regarding remote work?

The current economic downturn has caused employees to prefer increased 

financial security over the flexibility of remote work.

While we see increased headcount for distributed remote workforces, employees 

would rather companies cut access to remote work than freeze their salaries. 

During economic instability, employees rely more heavily on financial security than 

the perks of remote work. However, freedom to live and work anywhere is still a top 

benefit of remote work overall.

03

Is it more affordable to hire internationally than to hire 
locally?

Not always, but companies spending as much or more on international hires as 

local hires insist hiring abroad is worth the investment.

Decision makers do see some savings with business expenditures, like offices, but 

the bigger reasons they want to hire remotely and internationally are to find higher 

quality candidates, increase employee retention, and increase employee 

productivity. Higher quality candidates are not always less expensive when hired 

from other countries, so immediate headcount savings don’t always occur, but in 

the long run, hiring for ability regardless of location leads to higher retention and 

greater productivity, both of which reflect on the bottom line.
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Europe does see immediate cost savings in distributed remote work.

Decision makers in Europe, interestingly, do see immediate cost savings when 

shifting to distributed remote work compared to other regions. This could be due to 

a number of factors, such as more immediate access to more talent markets, more 

familiarity with international employment laws, or greater reliance on employers of 

record as opposed to multiple entity openings.

“
When people think about hiring internationally, they usually think 

about the same few places, like Berlin, San Francisco, Tokyo, and 

London. But there are incredibly talented people working all over 

the world. By hiring and bringing more career opportunities to 

underserved markets like Helskinki, Rio de Janeiro, and Mexico 

City, companies can find great candidates for open roles 

— usually faster than they would find them in more popular 

markets.

Anastasia Pshegodskaya

Director of Talent Acquisition
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04

What are the differences between a fully remote team 
and a hybrid team (some office and some remote)?

The advantages of remote work increase with fully remote workers compared to 
hybrid workers.

The remote workers studied in this report (in-country remote workers and 
international remote workers) are a mix of hybrid and fully remote workers. When 
we look at fully remote workers by themselves, they tend to have higher 
satisfaction rates and increased benefits like productivity and retention compared 
to their hybrid counterparts. 

05

Do men and women have the same 
priorities when seeking remote work?

Men and women both want remote work and flexibility, 
but they want it for different reasons.

 Women are less likely to use remote work as a means 
for mobility, but they want the freedom and flexibility 
of time that remote work provides to help them 
perform more family duties, such as taking care of 
children and elderly family members. Men, however, 
value remote work more for its potential to increase 
productivity than women do.
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06

Do older and younger generations feel differently about 
remote work?

Younger generations are the push remote work needs to continue growth.

Older generations are less keen on remote work. They find challenges with the lack 

of interpersonal communication and connection compared to in-office work. 

Younger generations see more value in a distributed remote work model. As the 

workforce continues to shift to younger generations, this remote work model will 

continue to grow.

“
People want great benefits because they fill in the gaps that 

salary alone cannot. Everyone wants the basics, like health 

insurance and paid time off, but today’s workers increasingly 

crave flexibility. That flexibility manifests in different ways, but 

the ultimate goal is the same: greater control over their lives.

Joana Viana

Senior Expert, Global Benefits Design and Strategy
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Detailed findings

01

Distributed remote work is growing, and employees want 
it to happen — but economic uncertainty has them more 
concerned about stability than flexibility

The last few years have taught employers and employees alike that there are 

different ways to work. The quick shift to remote work began a global reckoning in 

which businesses and their employees had to decide what they wanted the future 

to be. Today, we have seen more permanent shifts to remote work, but other global 

events are influencing the short-term progress of that shift. An economic downturn 

has people and employers on their heels. General sentiments regarding remote 

work, which were mostly positive throughout 2022, have shifted some this year 

thanks to increased economic uncertainty for employers and employees alike.

In the summer of 2022, both employees and employers saw a high-growth future for 

remote work. Today, decision makers are still optimistic about the growth of remote 

work, but employees are beginning to show preference for predictability.

66%
Two-thirds of decision makers say a distributed remote 

workforce will be more common in the future than local-only 

teams, and only 31% say a distributed remote workforce is 

more hype versus reality. 
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Employees were asked whether their company’s workforce will become more 
geographically spread out over the next five years or if their company’s workforce 
will become more local: 43% of employees feel their company will become more 
geographically spread out, while 45% believe their company will become more 
local.

Very Somewhat

Decision Maker s

A distributed remote 
workforce will be more 

common in the future than 
local-only teams

A distributed remote 
workforce is more hype 

versus reality

14

31

35

66

Employees

My company’s workforce 
will become more 

geographically spread out 
over the next five years

My company’s workforce 
will become more local over 

the next five years

19

43

24

45

Diverse headcount growth over the past year for distributed international remote 
workforces proves the distributed model is on the rise.

44% Nearly half of those in a distributed international remote 
workforce say full-time employees working abroad have 
increased. 

More than half (54%) say full-time employees working remotely have also increased. 
Economic uncertainty hasn’t slowed headcount for distributed international 
workforces, and these types of workforces seem to be more open to a diverse hiring 
mindset.
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Full time employees working within your company's home country

In office workforce In-country remote workforce Distributed international remote workforce

Full-time employees in office

41
29

33

Full-time employees abroad

14
19

44

Full-time employees working remote

15
41

54

Full-time employees working with your company’s home country

22
33

42

Freelancers or contractors in office

17
19

26

Freelancers or contractors abroad

12
16

39

Freelancers or contractors working remote

10
25

38

Freelancers or contractors working within your company’s home country

12
24

34
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Hybrid work models are the most common, with most companies opting to go 
partially remote instead of fully in office or fully remote.

For most people, “distributed remote workforce” is not a well-known term. In fact, 
hybrid workers seem to be driving much of the story for in-country and distributed 
international remote workforces.

38% About a third of respondents say they have heard about a 
distributed remote workforce model a great deal.

Decision makers (50%) are much more likely to have heard the term a great deal 
compared to employees (26%). And those who work remotely, whether in-country 
remote (40%) or distributed international remote (46%), also know more about the 
term compared to in-office workforces (25%).

As hybrid and distributed work continues to grow so will knowledge around the 
terminology. When it comes to remote work, two-thirds (67%) say their company 
has a hybrid workforce model compared to just 7% that are fully remote. It seems 
employers feel hybrid remote work models are more flexible and allow employees 
to choose what works best for them.
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However, hybrid models tend to cost more money compared to fully remote models.

When respondents were asked how overall headcount has been impacted since 

adopting a remote workforce, 48% of fully remote teams and 56% of hybrid teams 

said headcount increased. Recruiting costs can be significant, with 25% of fully 

remote and 31% of hybrid remote respondents reporting $4-10k per role in recruiting 

costs. This does not account for the substantial cost of commercial rent. Hybrid 

organizations’ higher headcount growth, along with higher recruiting and office 

costs, are leading to higher operational costs.

For the following worker types, please indicate whether you have 
increased or decreased headcount over the past year.

Hybrid Remote

Increase significantly

17
19

Increase somewhat

39
29

Stay the same

29
40

Decrease somewhat

11
10

Decrease significantly

4
2

What is the average recruiting 
cost of the following new hires 
since adopting a distributed 
remote workforce? 

(Showing total percent for over $4,000)

Hybrid Remote
New hire interntionally New hire in your company’s 

home country

44 35
52 50
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How many office buildings 
does your company have?

Hybrid Remote

8+ 4 to 7 None to 3

48
60

15 14

38
27

Which of the following best 
describes how your company’s 

workforce is set up?

company workforce

Hybrid Fully remote

7

67

While headcount is increasing for distributed teams, having a remote workforce 

does not appear to affect the number of offices a company has. If anything, a 

distributed international remote workforce actually has more offices likely leading 

to additional costs.

41%
of employees in a distributed international remote workforce 

report having 6 or more offices, only 18% of in-office 

workforce and 19% of in-country remote workforce claim to 

have 6 or more offices. 

Employers are still figuring out the best approach to distributed remote work. 

Unwilling to give up office space while also hiring remote employees, companies 

are stretching their budgets in areas where they may not need to, opening offices 

to meet requirements to hire workers in other countries without considering less 

expensive options.
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“
So many companies believe they have to make a major investment 

in a new office just to hire one person in another country. That is 

not the case. Working with an EOR allows companies to be more 

flexible with their hiring plans. You can hire one person in one 

country, five people in another, and 10 people in another, all using 

the same provider and all on the same bill.

Paula Dieli

Vice President of Onboarding and Mobility
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Employees at both in-country remote and distributed international remote 
companies would now rather their company cut access to remote work than 
freeze their salary. This is a shift from just a few months ago, as measured by 

. Remote’s Global Benefits Report

Employees in both in-country remote workforces (62%) and distributed international 
remote workforces (59%) would rather their company cut access to remote work 
than freeze their salaries. More than half (53%) of employees overall say their 
compensation is more important than having flexibility in where and how they 
work, compared to 40% saying flexibility in where and how they work is more 
important than compensation. During periods of uncertainty, employees are more 
interested in keeping their salaries and other benefits, such as health insurance, 
than they are in maintaining the flexibility of remote work.

In June 2022, remote workers reported working remotely for flexibility, with 33% 
saying they value flexibility in their work compared to just 21% of those that work 
on-site. Remote workers also valued benefits (36%) and career growth potential 
(33%) while their on-site counterparts valued compensation (50%) most. 

which statement comes closer to your point of view

Much Somewhat

In-country remote 
workforce

I would rather my company freeze 
my salary/base pay rate than cut 
our distributed remote workforce 

opportunities.

I would rather my company cut 
my access to remote work than 

freeze my salary.

33

62

14

26

D istributed  international 
remote workforce

I would rather my company freeze 
my salary/base pay rate than cut 
our distributed remote workforce 

opportunities.

I would rather my company 
cut my access to remote work 

than freeze my salary.

13

33

34

59

https://go.remote.com/hubfs/Global%20Benefits%20Report%202022%20Remote.pdf
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02

Employees and decision makers on remote teams do not 
experience many of the drawbacks their non-remote 
counterparts fear

Employees and DMs alike choose the work situations that work for them. People in 

our research tend to prefer the type of work they currently perform, whether that is 

in office or remote. Additionally, those who work remotely tend to have a more 

optimistic outlook in the growth of remote work compared to those that work in-

office.

Employees’ predictions on the future of remote work depend heavily on how they 

work today. 

whether their company’s workforce will be more geographically 
spread out or more local over the next five years

Employees working 
in an office

In-country remote 
employees

Employees in a distributed 
international remote workforce

More local 68%
42%

More spreadout 43%
63%

Employee experiences dictate their outlook on remote work.
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“
When we see the results, we find that many people who are 

pessimistic about remote work are concerned about things like 

productivity and culture. When they finally go remote and 

experience it for themselves, the data shows they are likely to 

see that the challenges they feared are not so bad, and in many 

cases are positively surprised by the productivity improvements. 

This experience inspires them to explore more remote work 

options, especially distributed hiring across borders.

Marcelo Lebre

COO and Co-Founder of Remote
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Work experience also depends on individual work situations.

While all workers have positive views of their work experience, those sentiments still 

differ by work type. Those working in a distributed international remote workforce 

are slightly less likely to consider leaving their job (17%) compared to their in-office 

counterparts (24%). However, those who work in-office tend to have a good work/

life balance (72%), feel fulfilled by their work (72%), and are proud of their work 

(84%), all higher rates than their counterparts. In-country remote workforces feel a 

sense of belonging (75%) at higher rates than others. Distributed international 

remote workforces believe their companies have a good company culture (71%), 

which could be a reflection of employees’ increased desire to work on diverse 

teams.



However, these issues can be addressed when companies are more deliberate 

about reinforcing the importance of setting clear boundaries in their lives beyond 

work.


Many remote workers have said that poor separation between work 

spaces and living spaces can lead to a feeling of poor work-life 

balance and lower senses of fulfillment at work. 



Webinar Recording

Improving Life-Work 
Balance for Your 
Remote Workforce

Watch now

https://remote.com/webinars/improving-life-work-balance-for-your-remote-workforce
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how often each of the following is something you feel about your 
work experience

In office workforce In-country remote workforce Distributed international remote workforce

I am proud of my work

84
75

66

I have the tools and processes needed

78
71

68

My workplace is inclusive

73
62

71

I have a good work/life balance

72
63

69

I am fulfilled by my work

72
61

60

We have a good company culture

64
63

71

My workplace is diverse

62
70
70

I am proud of who I work for

61
75

65

I have considered leaving my job

24
20

17
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03

Distributed remote work is seen as a long-term strategy 
rather than a quick way to save

Surprisingly, decision makers do not see savings in recruitment costs when hiring 

remote workers. However, DMs do say business expenditures start to decline over 

time with a distributed remote workforce.

Instead of short-term cost savings, retention and the ability to reach 
high quality candidates are top reasons employers are hiring remotely.

Turnover can cost companies 6-9 months or more of an employee's salary when 

the employee leaves. By retaining talent, companies save big, and facilitating 

distributed work appears to be a significant driver of retention.

Shifting to hybrid and remote work models is a long-term strategy to 
retain top talent in an uncertain market.

Hiring internationally may have higher upfront costs for certain roles and in certain 

countries, but employees on distributed teams stay longer and are more 

productive.



As companies transition away from in-office work, many retain an office-based 

mindset, which is costing them thousands of unnecessary dollars per employee 

when they hire internationally. Opening entities to hire in different locations is 

expensive (and time consuming). The logistics surrounding remote hiring, including 

compliance, taxes, and benefits, quickly add up. However, the long-term strategy 

of hiring top talent is more important to employers, even during an economic 

downturn.
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Tips

Hire international employees through an 
employer of record, or EOR.



This is a more cost-effective way to tackle 
international hiring than opening new entities. 

By using an EOR, companies can onboard 
employees in multiple countries in days 

instead of months, saving thousands of dollars 
in operating costs per employee.



Hiring top talent is never cheap, but an EOR 
can help you minimize unnecessary expenses 

and anticipate hidden costs — for example, 
collectively bargained bonuses and 13th 
month salaries in Brazil! You can learn more 

about EORs here.

Decision makers say hiring remotely both in-country and internationally costs them 
more money, but they do it to get top talent.

53% of decision makers in remote workforces say headcount costs 
(i.e., salaries and benefits) have increased since adopting a 
distributed remote workforce model.

It is also more likely that international remote workers (63%) are costing companies 
more than in-country remote workforces (43%). Even as costs increase, though, 
more than half (55%) of decision makers would rather hire the best person for the 
job, even if they live in a different country and even during the current economic 
downturn, compared to 43% who would rather hire someone local, even if a more 
qualified candidate applies from a different country. Additionally, 60% of DMs say 
the number of quality applicants per open role has increased since their company 
adopted a distributed remote workforce model.

https://remote.com/platform/hire-international-employees
https://remote.com/platform/hire-international-employees
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“
Hiring an international team is the most cost-effective way to 

operate, but because many companies are new to working this 

way, they can miss efficiencies in their budgets and operations. 

Working with an EOR or contractor management platform 

instead of opening local entities is one such efficiency. EORs get 

better group rates on benefits, allowing companies to access 

better prices even when they only have a single employee in a 

certain country.

Quentin Vassas
Vice President of Payroll and Benefits

How have overall headcount costs (i.e., salaries and benefits 
related to payment of personnel) been impacted since the company 

adopted a distributed remote workforce model?

decision makers

Total increase Total decrease

15

53

in-country remote 
workforce

Total increase Total decrease

16

43

distributed 
international remote 

workforce

Total increase Total decrease

14

63
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Tips

Find underserved markets!



Be more deliberate about seeking 
prospective hires in underserved talent 
markets. There are terrifically skilled 

people all over the world, many of whom 
do not get a chance to showcase their 

skills because of where they live. Hiring 
these individuals is a great way to 
access great global talent while keeping 

headcount costs manageable. 

See  to discover 15 emerging talent hubs around the world.Remote’s Tech Talent Report

Decision makers say distributed workforces lead to lower operational expenses.

64%
Nearly two-thirds say a distributed remote workforce leads to 
savings on business expenditures — even when remote 
companies continue to maintain unneeded office space! 70% 
of distributed international workforces set up a legal entity in 
countries where they hire.

This entity opening process can take some employers (25%) up to 10-12 months to 
complete. These hurdles increase costs substantially and turn employers away 
from hiring abroad. 

https://remote.com/resources/recruiting-internationally-tech-talent-report
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What benefits has your company experienced as a result of having 
a distributed remote workforce?

Distributed international remote workforce

Improved employee retention

38

Increase in employee productivity

35

Savings on labor by hiring the best worker for the job

35

Ability to have global access to expand reach in new markets

33

Easier to hire good talent

32

Better decision-making

32

Increased innovation

32

Increase in employee engagement

32

Increase in diversity

32

Meet environmental and sustainability goals

32

Improved time-to-delivery

31

More competitive compared other orgs

31

More welcoming culture

30

Reduced cost to test new markets

30

Access to a broader pool of talents

25
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which statement comes closer to your point of view.

Very Somewhat

Decision Maker s

A distributed remote workforce will leads 
to savings on business expenditures (e.g. 

requires less space and rent)

A distributed remote workforce doesn’t save 
money due to the costs and requirements of 

hiring in other countries.

13

34

34

64

Remote workforces see a significant increase in retention with a distributed model, 
and most see an increase in worker productivity as well. When asked how retention 
has been impacted since the company adopted a fully distributed model, nearly 
half (49%) of those in an in-country remote workforce and 69% of those in a 
distributed international remote workforce say retention increased. More than half 
(57%) say a distributed remote workforce makes it easier to hire and keep talent.

How has retention been impacted since the company adopted a fully 
distributed model?

In-country remote workforce Distributed international remote workforce

Impact on retention

Increase significantly

15

25

Increase somewhat

34

44

Stay the same

40

23

Decrease somewhat

8

6

Decrease significantly

3

1
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Remote work makes companies more competitive and 
employees more productive

Employees are interested in working internationally, and decision makers are 
willing to hire high quality candidates no matter where they are located, 
creating a more competitive marketplace for hires. This also benefits 
companies willing to hire remote workers internationally, allowing them to be 
more selective with whom they hire. 

Employers with distributed international remote workforces see 
benefits in employee productivity.

Employees on these teams get more work done and do it more efficiently, 
leading to cost savings for employers who are able to produce more with less. 
Additionally, employers are choosing to hire internationally to improve market 
competitiveness in international markets. 

Decision makers are choosing to hire internationally for competitive reasons.

35%
of decision makers say they can improve market 
competitiveness by serving more international locations 
when hiring internationally, the clear top reason 
companies are hiring internationally.

Other motivations include access to more skilled candidates (29%) and 
increased diversity (28%).
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what are the top reasons you are choosing to hire internationally?

decision maker s

Improve market competitiveness by serving more international locations

35

Access more skilled candidates for open roles

29

Increase team diversity

28

Access a broader pool of talent for open roles

28

Increase company’s ability to innovate

26

Reduce expenditure on labor costs by hiring talent in more cost-efficient locations

24

Improved employee retention with flexible work policies 

23

Broaden areas of customer support

22

To gain an advantage over competition that only hires locally

22

Test new markets without large capital investment

21

Ability to handle employee relocation

21

Meet environment and sustainability goals

19

None of the above

1
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Productivity is positively impacted upon adopting a fully distributed workforce 
model.

50% Half of those in an in-office workforce expect worker 
productivity to increase if their company adopts a fully 
distributed model.

More than half (58%) of those in an in-country remote workforce model and 72% of 
those in a distributed international remote workforce model say productivity has 
increased after adopting a distributed remote workforce model. While in-office 
employees are not always sure productivity will increase with a distributed team, 
those who have experienced it themselves are confident their productivity has 
gone up.

How would you expect worker productivity to be 
impacted if your company adopts a fully distributed 

model, or how has it been impacted?

In office 
workforce

Total increase Total decrease

21

50

in-country remote 
workforce

Total increase Total decrease

8

58

distributed 
international remote 

workforce

Total increase Total decrease

6

72

Decision makers and employees see retention and productivity as top benefits of 
distributed remote work.

Overall, the biggest benefits to distributed work are employee retention and 
productivity. Decision makers who are in fully remote companies attest to an 
increase in employee productivity (40%) and improved employee retention (36%), 
along with increase in employee engagement (36%) from hiring remotely.
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What benefits has your company experienced as a result of having a 
distributed remote workforce?

Decision maker s

Improved employee retention

34

Increase in employee producitivity

33

Increased innovation

30

Easier to hire good talent

30

Savings on labor by hiring the best worker for the job

29

Increase in diversity

28

Increase in employee engagement

28

Better decision-making

28

Improved time-to-delivery

27

Meet environmental and sustainability goals

27

More welcoming culture

25

Ability to have global access to expand reach in new markets

25

More competitive compared to organizations that are not global

25

Access to a broader pool of talents

23

Reduced cost to test new markets

23
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Despite challenges and economic uncertainty, freedom 
and flexibility remain key

While employers and employees see significant advantages, distributed teams are 
not without their challenges. Primarily, employers are concerned with the 
management of internal processes, such as internal communication, training, and 
team management.

Employees generally agree with these challenges, but their 
experiences do not always reflect those of their managers.

For example, while 24% of decision makers have experienced difficulty integrating 
global workers into company culture, only 15% of employees say the same, 
suggesting that to the employees, the culture is doing just fine.

Decision makers and employees alike experience operational challenges.

For decision makers, employee engagement and internal process management are 
the greatest challenges (both 31%). For employees, technology issues are the top 
concern (36%), followed closely by engagement (34%). These challenges indicate a 
general unfamiliarity with distributed work — companies are not yet familiar with 
the best ways to engage and support remote employees. As remote work 
continues to grow, these challenges will likely fade.

Tips

See Remote’s guide to 

for tactical advice on how to keep your 
global team connected.

building a 
strong and supportive remote culture 

https://remote.com/blog/remote-work-culture
https://remote.com/blog/remote-work-culture
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What challenges has your company experienced in employing a 
distributed remote workforce?

Decision Makers Employees

Keeping employee engagement high

31
34

Managing internal processes

31
29

Technology issues

30
36

Maintaining company culture and values

29
24

Lack of community and interpersonal connection

29
29

Integrating global workers into corporate culture

24
15

Maintaining legal compliance in different markets

23
19

Establishing best practices in management

22
18

Hiring in different markets

20
17

Decrease in employee productivity

19
20

Proliferation of HR systems

18
11

Complexity in managing payroll and onboarding

18
17
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Perceived challenges of distributed teams vary by age.

Boomers flag challenges like technology issues (33%), lack of community and 
interpersonal connection (28%), and maintaining company culture and values 
(29%). The younger generations also report technology issues to be a challenge, as 
well as keeping employee engagement high and managing internal processes.

What challenges has your company 
experienced in employing a distributed 
remote workforce?

Gen Z Millenial GenX Boomer

Technology issues

36

32

33

33

Lack of community and interpersonal 
connection

27

30

28

28

Establishing best practices in 
management

21

21

17

20

Complexity in managing payroll and 
onboarding

21

19

16

14

Keeping employee engagement high

34

33

33

25

Maintaining legal compliance in 
different markets

25

23

18

14

Decrease in employee productivity


21

18

21

20

Maintaining company culture and 
values

20

29

26

29

Managing internal processes

33

32

29

16

Hiring in different markets


23

19

17

10

Integrating global workers into 
corporate culture

21

24

13

10

Proliferation of HR systems


14

17

11

10
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Employees continue to see benefits of distributed remote workforces.

For the people experiencing remote work at its fullest, the benefits are many. Some 
of these benefits include the freedom to live/work anywhere (49%), a better 
environment for productivity (42%), and the ability to care for loved ones at home 
(39%). Employees with global employment options are more able to be selective 
about where they work, so employers should lean into these benefits to attract top 
candidates.

What benefits have you personally or employees at your company 
experienced as a result of having a distributed remote workforce?

Employees

Freedom to live/work anywhere 49

Easier to be productive 42

Ability to care for loved ones 39

Freedom to travel 29

More opportunities for creativity 28

Easier to meet deadlines 26

Increase in diversity 24

Exposure to new ways of thinking from 

colleagues around the world
24

Increased employee engagement 24

Ability to take advantage of coverage 

across different time zones
23

Easier to connect with colleagues 

around the world
22

More welcoming culture 21

Easier to connect with customers of all types 19

Greater opportunities for growth/

advancement
19

Better decision-making 18
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Employees are more satisfied on fully remote teams

Fully remote employees appear to be the most satisfied group of all. While our in-

country remote workforce and distributed international remote workforce samples 

include a mix of hybrid and fully remote employees, isolating the fully remote 

employees paints a picture of a thoroughly happy group.

Compared to hybrid or in-office only employees, fully remote 

employees are more satisfied with their companies.

Flexibility in how they work becomes more important, and people in this group 

believe they are treated better than their hybrid and in-office counterparts. 



Fully remote workers also have the strongest opinions about “quiet quitting,” or the 

act of quitting a job by putting in little effort until being let go as opposed to putting 

in notice and actively looking for a new job. Fully remote workers are the most likely 

to quiet quit, but they are also the group most likely to be strongly opposed to quiet 

quitting.

Tips

Looking to keep your employees for longer? 



Remote workers tend to stay longer, 
especially those on distributed international 
teams. For more ways to keep your 

employees happy, see Remote’s guide on 
the 

.

best benefits to attract and retain 

remote workers

https://remote.com/blog/best-employee-benefits-attract-global-talent
https://remote.com/blog/best-employee-benefits-attract-global-talent
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Fully remote employees are more satisfied with their companies and are more likely 

to feel they are being treated well.

70% of remote workers say they are very or somewhat satisfied, 

compared to 66% of hybrid employees and 67% of those who 

work in-person.

Additionally, direct managers and employees alike say that employees who work 

fully remote are treated the same or even better than those who work in-office. 

How satisfied are you at your company?

Remote Hybrid In-person

7 - Very satisfied
43

34
40

6
27

32
27

5
14

21
15

4 - Neutral
7

9
10

3
3

2
4

2
3

1
2

1 - Not satisfied at all
4

0
2
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Fully remote workforces are also more satisfied with their company’s distributed 

remote work policy.

How satisfied are you with your company’s 
distributed remote workforce policy?

Remote Hybrid

7 - Very satisfied 34
19

6 28
30

5 11
26

4 - Neutral 20
18

3 3
5

2 0
2

1 - Not satisfied at all 3
1
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Fully remote employees, both in-country and on distributed international teams, are 
less likely to say they would sacrifice remote work to avoid a salary freeze.

Employees in both in-country remote workforces (62%) and distributed international 
remote workforces (59%) would rather their company cut access to remote work 
than freeze their salary. However, this number drops to 52% for fully remote 
employees. During this period of economic uncertainty, many fully remote 
employees would still rather see access to remote work cut before cash flow, but 
not by much.

Flexibility is a key driver for remote workers’ increased satisfaction

We asked employees whether flexibility in where and how they work is more 
important than compensation or if compensation is more important than flexibility.

53%
Over half of employees say compensation is more important. 
But for those who work fully remote, this turns around, with 
more than half (53%) asserting that flexibility in where and 
how they work is more important.

which statement comes closer to your point of view

Much Somewhat

All employees

Flexibility in where and how I work 
is more important than 

compensation.

My compensation is more 
important than having flexibility 

in where and how I work.

28

53

18

40

remote employees

Flexibility in where and how I work 
is more important than 

compensation.

My compensation is more 
important than having flexibility 

in where and how I work.

29

53

19

34
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Employees who work mostly remotely and mostly in-person say compensation is 

more important than flexibility (50%). For those who work completely in-person, this 

number increases to 62%.

which statement comes closer to your point of view

Much Somewhat

Work completely remotely

Flexibility in where and how I work 
is more important than 

compensation.

My compensation is more 
important than having flexibility 

in where and how I work.

19

34

29

53

Work mostly remotely

Flexibility in where and how I work 
is more important than 

compensation.

My compensation is more 
important than having flexibility 

in where and how I work.

14

44

19

50

Work mostly in-person

Flexibility in where and how I work 
is more important than 

compensation.

My compensation is more 
important than having flexibility 

in where and how I work.

25

50

20

44

Work completely in-person

Flexibility in where and how I work 
is more important than 

compensation.

My compensation is more 
important than having flexibility 

in where and how I work.

15

31

36

62
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Freedom to live and work anywhere is a higher priority for fully remote workers, and 
productivity increases for decision makers who work fully remote.

While all employees (49%) rate freedom to live and work anywhere as a key benefit 
to remote work, for those who are fully remote (56%), it's even more important. For 
DMs, the increase in productivity is high on the list of benefits (33%), but for those 
who are fully remote, that number jumps sharply (40%). 

Keeping engagement high is harder for hybrid workers than it is for those working 
fully remote.

Hybrid employees seem to run into more challenges compared to fully remote 
employees. They struggle with employee engagement (33%), managing internal 
processes (33%), and technology issues (33%). For those working fully remote, 
technology issues (32%) is their biggest struggle with engagement falling much 
farther behind (19%).

What challenges has your company 
experienced in employing a distributed 
remote workforce?

Total Hybrid Remote

Technology issues

33

33

32

Lack of community and interpersonal 
connection

29

27

25

Establishing best practices in 
management

20

21

25

Hiring in different markets


18

20

24

Keeping employee engagement high

32

33

19

Maintaining company culture and 
values

27

30

20

Decrease in employee productivity


19

18

17

Complexity in managing payroll and 
onboarding

18

19

17

Managing internal processes

30

33

25

Maintaining legal compliance in 
different markets

21

23

24

Integrating global workers into 
corporate culture

19

21

20

Proliferation of HR systems


15

16

13
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“
There is a difference between a remote-first organization and a 

remote-friendly organization. A remote-first approach assumes 

that not everyone has access to the same information, leading to 

more dependable documentation and more self-sufficient work 

getting done. A remote-friendly organization has some elements 

of remote work but usually fails to capture many of the 

efficiencies that make remote work so powerful.

Job van der Voort

CEO and Co-Founder of Remote
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Fully remote workers are the most likely group to do “quiet quitting,” but they are 
also the most likely group to oppose the practice.

Quiet quitting refers to the practice of performing minimal work until the company 
notices and takes action — essentially, doing as little as possible while still drawing 
a paycheck. Overall, 18% of employees say quiet quitting describes how they feel 
now and 14% have done it previously. When looking at fully remote employees, 
these numbers shift to 23% and 11%, respectively. Interestingly, 32% of fully remote 
employees actively oppose quiet quitting, a higher percentage than hybrid (22%) or 
office workers (27%).

Have you ever considered “quiet quitting”?

All employees Hybrid employees Remote employees

Quiet quitting describes how am currently performing my job

18
16

23

I have done it before but not now

14
15

11

I haven't done it, but have considered it

19
22

18

I haven't considered quiet quitting, but might

23
25

16

I oppose quiet quitting

27
22

32
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Quiet quitting has more to do with how satisfied a person is with their workplace 

than whether that person is remote or in the office.

Those who oppose quiet quitting are much more likely (78%) to be satisfied with 

their company compared to those who are quiet quitting now or have done so 

before (42%).

How satisfied are you with your company’s distributed remote 
workforce policy?

Quiet quitting now/before Have quiet quit/might consider Opposing quiet quitting

7 - Very satisfied
21

23
42

6
21

29
36

5
25

26
16

4 - Neutral
19

14
6

3
5

3
0

2
5

2
0

1 - Not satisfied at all
4

2
0
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In Europe, decision makers see greater cost savings 
through distributed remote work

Decision makers in Europe see great value to a distributed remote workforce but 

for different reasons than leaders in other regions. Although this group says their 

number of quality applicants has not changed since adopting a distributed remote 

workforce model, decision makers in Europe still see cost savings as a reason to 

adopt. European leaders also see competitive advantages in adopting a 

distributed workforce in addition to opportunities for savings. 

Decision makers in Europe have not observed much of a change in the number of 

quality applicants with distributed work.

Since adopting a distributed remote workforce model, 60% of decision makers 

overall say the number of quality applicants per open role has increased. However, 

among decision makers in Europe, only 38% say the number of quality applicants 

increased, and 45% say the number stayed the same. This may be due to the ease 

with which European workers can work for companies in other countries — an ease 

not found in many other parts of the world.
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“
Employment markets in Europe are all unique and diverse, 

especially when you are hiring across international borders. 

Understanding those market forces, as well as the expectations 

of employees themselves, is vital if you want to expand to Europe 

and grow your business sustainably.

Karen Falenius

Director of International Growth, EMEA

Decision makers in Europe see a clear increase in savings.

For these decision makers, their top reason to choose to hire internationally is to 

reduce expenditure on labor costs by hiring talent in more cost-efficient locations 

(33%). This finding compares to 26% in North America, 20% in APAC, and 19% in Latin 

America. When asked about benefits to a distributed remote workforce, about a 

quarter (24%) of decision makers in Europe list reduced cost to test new markets.

The UK and France were our two largest samples within Europe, with 36% and 24% 

of the European sample, respectively. Looking at their results, 41% of decision 

makers in the UK say the number of applicants increased, and 48% say it stayed 

the same. However, in France, 50% of decision makers say the number of quality 

applicants increased, and only 24% say it stayed the same. The top reason to 

choose to hire internationally among UK decision makers is to gain an advantage 

over competition that only hires locally (63%). In France, decision makers choose to 

hire internationally to increase the company’s ability to innovate (41%).
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what are the top reasons you are choosing to hire internationally?

Europe decision maker s

Reduce expenditure on labor costs by hiring 

talent in more cost-efficient locations
33

Increase company's ability to innovate 27

Meet environmental and sustainability goals 27

Access a broader pool of talent for open roles 27

Ability to handle employee relocation 25

To gain an advantage over competition that 

only hires locally
25

Improve market competitiveness by serving 

more international locations
25

Broaden areas of customer support 23

Improved employee retention with flexible 

work policies
23

Increase team diversity 22

Access more skilled candidates for 

open roles
19

Test new markets without large capital 

investment
19

None of the above 2
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How do different groups feel about 
distributed work?

01

Decision makers and employees have different 
perspectives

This research reveals a discrepancy between how employees and decision makers 

feel about their work. Decision makers tend to be more satisfied than employees. In 

these cases, it is important for managers and leaders not to let their own 

satisfaction with work prevent them from seeing dissatisfaction within their teams.

Workplace satisfaction is more dependent on role than remote working status.

79% Decision makers are more satisfied at their current 

companies compared to employees (55%).

These numbers remain consistent even when accounting for remote working 

situations, suggesting most employees are significantly less satisfied with their jobs 

than senior members of their organizations. The low figure for employees could be 

due in part to the turbulent economic climate, as many employees are under 

increased stress.
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How satisfied are you at your company?

Decision makers Employees

7 - Very satisfied 47
27

6 32
28

5 14
23

4 - Neutral 5
13

3 2
3

2 1
3

1 - Not satisfied at all 0
2

Across all regions, decision makers remain more satisfied than employees.

Satisfaction rate in different countries

Decision makers Employees

76%

58%

North America

69%

55%

Europe

83%

63%

Latin America

84%

45%

APAC
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“
In APAC, it has always been part of the culture to drive ‘facetime’ 

between employers and employees. What we are seeing is that 

the employees want flexibility and ownership of their own time. 

This can be achieved by offering remote working environments. A 

key talent retention initiative that companies in APAC need to 

take is not to adhere to traditional facetime practices in an office, 

but instead to give your employees the freedom to choose where 

they work and how they work.

Jane Lee

Director of Sales, APAC
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Women and men value the flexibility of remote work for 
different reasons

Remote work for women is about freedom and the ability to help and care for 

others, while for men, it’s still about freedom but more about productivity.



Women are more likely to rate “caring for loved ones” as a top benefit of remote 

work. This is likely due to the many roles women are expected to play inside and 

outside of work. For women, balancing home life and work life is more of a struggle. 

Men tend to have a higher sense of belonging at work, but they also report a slight 

decrease in overall satisfaction.

Tips

Companies can do more to build 
belonging for women in remote work.



See Remote’s guide on creating 
welcoming remote workplaces for 

women to learn more.

Men are more satisfied than women with their companies.

71%
of men indicate they feel satisfied with their company 

compared to just 62% of women. This might be due in part to 

the fact that fewer women (68%) say they feel a sense of 

belonging at work compared to men (77%).

https://remote.com/blog/building-belonging-women-remote-work
https://remote.com/blog/building-belonging-women-remote-work
https://remote.com/blog/building-belonging-women-remote-work
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Women have less autonomy when it comes to where and how they work.

81% of men say they would consider working in a different country 
than their headquarters, compared to just 61% of women. 

Given that women report having more responsibilities at home and rate the ability 
to care for loved ones higher than men do (42% to 36%), this could indicate that 
women feel less able to take advantage of the flexibility of remote work due to 
local, non-work responsibilities.

Women in leadership value distributed remote work for its productivity, efficiency, 
and engagement.

Men lean more toward retention, innovation, and diversity. Women especially value 
working on a distributed team for increases in efficiency and help in finding top 
talent for open roles, while men especially value the innovation that comes with a 
distributed workforce. 
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What benefits would you expect/has your 
company experienced as a result of having a 
distributed remote workforce?

Women Men

decision maker s only

Increase in employee productivity

36

31

Savings on labor by hiring the best 
worker for the job

32

27

Easier to hire good talent


30

30

Ability to have global access to 
expand reach in new markets

27

24

Access to a broader pool of talents


24

22

None of the above

5

6

Improved time-to-delivery

34

23

Better decision-making


31

26

Meet environmental and 
sustainability goals

29

26

More welcoming culture


26

24

More competitive compared to 
organizations that are not global

24

26

Don't know

2

1

Increase in employee engagement

32

26

Improved employee retention


31

35

Increase in diversity


27

30

Increased innovation


26

33

Reduced cost to test new markets


22

23
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What benefits would you expect/has your 
company experienced as a result of having a 
distributed remote workforce?

Women Men

employees only

Freedom to live/work anywhere

52

44

Freedom to travel

30

27

Easier to meet deadlines


25

28

More welcoming culture


22

21

Easier to connect with colleagues 
around the world

21

23

None of the above

5

5

Easier to be productive

42

43

More opportunities for creativity

29

27

Increased employee engagement


25

24

Ability to take advantage of 
coverage across different time zones

22

23

Better decision-making


17

19

Don't know

5

4

Ability to care for loved ones

42

36

Increase in diversity

25

23

Exposure to new ways of thinking 
from colleagues around the world

24

24

Easier to connect with customers of 
all types

21

17

Greater opportunities for growth/
advancement

17

23
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Older generations are more satisfied at work, while 
younger generations are more eager to work remotely

Older generations are more satisfied with their jobs, but younger generations are 
more likely to want to work remotely, especially on distributed teams. Baby 
Boomers struggle with a lack of interpersonal connections with remote work, but 
younger generations don’t have the same concern. In fact, younger workers believe 
remote workers are treated better than their in-office counterparts.

Baby Boomers are much more satisfied and stable in their jobs than other 
generations.

While about 21-22% of Gen Z, Millennial, and Gen X employees have considered 
leaving their job, only 5% of Boomers have considered the same. Most Boomers are 
proud of their work (93%) and say they have the tools and processes they need to 
produce excellent work (90%). Employees also appear to be more fulfilled by their 
work as they get older. In fact, three-quarters (75%) of Boomers are satisfied with 
their companies, compared to under 70% for all other generations.

However, younger generations are not particularly unhappy.

82%  of Gen Z employees report having a sense of belonging at 
work, and 79% are proud of who they work for.

When we look at experiences that highlight the company, Boomers are less likely to 
have high positive ratings. Only 50% of Boomers say their workplace is inclusive 
compared to Gen Z, Millennials, and Gen X, with 68%, 71%, and 65%, respectively. 
Additionally, only 50% of Boomers say they have a good company culture, while the 
other generations all have rates above 60%.
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As younger generations replace older ones in the office, remote work options will 

continue to grow as the preferred choice.

Younger generations are more likely to consider working in a different country. 

Younger generations are also more likely to report that remote workers are treated 

better than their in-office counterparts. Older generations are more likely to say 

treatment is the same. Given the trends, we can safely assume that as younger 

workers grow and take over more jobs while older workers leave, the younger 

generations will continue to insist for increased remote work options.

Would you ever consider working in a different country than 
where your company’s main headquarters are located?

Gen Z Millennial Gen X Boomer

Consider working in a different country

Definitely
31

40
24

30

Probably
49

34
37

10

Maybe
14

18
21

30

No
6

5
15

30

Not sure
0

2
3

0
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Younger generations value the freedom to live and work anywhere at higher rates 
than their older counterparts.

Millennials and Gen X employees value freedom to live and work anywhere at 52% 
and 51%, respectively, while just 32% of Boomers say the same. Gen Z values 
exposure to new ways of thinking from colleagues around the world (34%) and the 
freedom to travel (34%). Millennials, Gen X, and Boomers all value the ability to care 
for loved ones.

21% of Boomers report none of the above for benefits to a 
distributed remote workforce, substantially more than the 
second highest group of Gen X at 5%. 

This could indicate a group of Boomers may be more firmly against remote work in 
all its forms than younger workers.
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What benefits have you/would you expect 
you per sonally or employees at your 
company experienced as a result of having 
a distributed remote workforce?

Gen Z Millenial GenX Boomer

Freedom to live/work anywhere


44

52

51

32

Freedom to travel

34

33

22

18

Easier to meet deadlines


30

33

18

3

Better decision-making


25

21

12

6

Easier to connect with colleagues 
around the world

21

27

17

9

None of the above

3

4

5

21

Easier to be productive


41

49

35

24

Ability to care for loved ones

32

44

39

24

Greater opportunities for growth/
advancement

30

21

14

9

Ability to take advantage of 
coverage across different time zones

24

25

20

9

Increased employee engagement


21

26

27

6

Don’t know

1

2

8

12

Exposure to new ways of thinking 
from colleagues around the world

34

26

18

12

More opportunities for creativity

30

34

20

18

Increase in diversity


28

25

24

12

Easier to connect with customers of 
all types

21

24

14

9

More welcoming culture


20

23

21

9
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Older generations struggle with the lack of community and interpersonal 
connection when it comes to distributed remote work.

Gen Z, Millennials, and Gen X all report similar challenges to a distributed remote 
workforce, including keeping employee engagement high, technology issues, and 
managing internal processes (e.g., internal comms, training, and team 
management). Boomers differ and report a lack of community and interpersonal 
connection (28%). However, 28% of Boomers also select none of the above.
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What is next for distributed teams?

The data in this report tells a story of change. Companies are beginning to 

recognize that remote work as an employee perk was only the first shift — part of 

a larger movement toward distributed teams that extend beyond international 

borders.

This evolution is fueled not only by employee demand but also by 

operational and cost efficiencies.

Distributed teams drive improved productivity, retention, and quality of hiring pools. 

Businesses are still grappling with the logistics of international hiring, but more 

companies are turning away from the traditional model of opening new entities 

and toward more modern and flexible models, including employer of record 

services. Over the next few years, familiarity with distributed hiring will help 

businesses maximize the advantages of global teams while minimizing the 

associated costs.

How this evolution continues will depend in part on the greater 

economic landscape, but the data in this research is clear: distributed 

hiring will continue to grow.

Companies are already pressing ahead through financial challenges to hire abroad 

because doing so provides them with undeniable advantages. No matter what the 

future holds, it is clear to see that distributed teams will play a large role in shaping 

what comes next.
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